
a beautiful
award winning
hardwood deck 

in minutes

Eco Decking Tiles M O D U L A R  D E C K I N G  S Y S T E M

Eco Decking Tiles come in three tile designs and edge detail
tiles so you can create custom patterns, which can be changed
at any time, or even take them with you when you move home.

Installation couldn’t be more simple. 
The tiles are laid by aligning the interlocking 
tabs, just press, click and you’re done. 
You really can receive, install and enjoy 

your new hardwood deck all on the same day.

Should it be necessary to cut around posts, corners etc; this is 
easily achieved with a handsaw or jigsaw cutting through the 
slats and the base simultaneously. Alternatively should you wish
to avoid cutting the tiles to fit within a particular space, simply lay
as many whole tiles as possible and fill the remaining gap with
decorative pebbles.

CLASSIC: 305mm x 305mm DOUBLE CLASSIC: 610mm x 305mm ARIZONA: 305mm x 305mm STRAIGHT REDUCERS (edging detail)

CORNER REDUCERS 
(edging detail)

The Deck Tile Co. Ltd
PO BOX 3576, Wokingham, RG40 9GR

tel: 0845 2700 696  email: info@thedecktileco.co.uk
www.thedecktileco.co.uk

DIY - instant decking

We take our responsibility to the environment
very seriously; for this reason all timber used in
the production of our flooring system comes
from certified resources, the entire
manufacturing process being controlled by the
Bolivian Government's Sustainable Forestry 
Development Programme.

The timber used in the manufacturing of our
products is an extremely important crop for the
local economy and a valuable source of income
for the local population.

Environmentally friendly

This beautiful, densely grained durable timber
is treated naturally, without the use of harmful
chemicals or impregnating agents.

The environmentally friendly tiles are treated
simply with an oil finish, that provides 
UV protection.

Keeping it green

SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFIED BY:
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Ipe hardwood

Ipe pronounced EE-pay is a large tropical
hardwood tree that grows abundantly
throughout tropical areas in South America. Ipe
wood is prized for its durability, strength and its
natural resistance to decay. Ipe's remarkable
properties have already made it the number one
choice for premium commercial and residential
decking throughout the USA. 

To give an indication of Ipe's remarkable
strength and hardness, if you were to compare it
with Teak for instance it is approximately 368%
harder and some 40% heavier. It is the timber
used on the famous Atlantic City Boardwalk.

Another major benefit of ipe timber is its natural
resistance to the growth of moulds, lichens and
mosses -which make other timber exceedingly
slippery when wet.

Ipe is also naturally resistant to splinters so
children and bear feet are not an issue.

Perfect for patios, walkways, decking
refurbishments; hot tub surrounds; porch and
entrance ways. Ideal for use in situations where
conventional decking may not be suitable such
as balconies and roof terraces. 

Eco Decking Tiles have an installed height of
just 3cm; this means they can be installed
where there is very little clearance between
door openings and the existing patio/surface;
where to install conventional decking would
require the removal or lowering of this surface.

Care & Maintenance

left untreated the timber will slowly fade to a
graceful silver grey colour and hairline cracks
may appear near the endgrain -this will in no
way affect the longevity or structural integrity of
the timber.

Should you wish to maintain the new look of
the timber, it should be treated with an oil
based preservative, preferably one with an
effective UV filter such as TimberGuard. Care
should always be taken to ensure whatever
treatments are applied do not adversely react
with any waterproof membranes that may be in
situ.

More uses than conventional deckingIntroducing Eco Decking Tiles TM

Eco Decking Tiles, a high quality, multi-award
winning product designed to cover any exterior
hard surface, quickly and easily transforming it
into a hardwood deck. The unique modular tiles
couldn’t be easier to use. Each one is backed
with a weatherproof polypropylene base that
simply clicks together, in fact a floor can be laid
by just one person in a matter of minutes.

Eco Decking Tiles offer a quick, stylish, high
quality solution to a hitherto time consuming
operation. They also offer considerable savings 
in both time and costs when compared with the
installation of conventional decking.

Eco Decking Tiles received a ‘Best New 
Garden Product’ award at the Earls Court 
DIY & Garden Show 2006 and ‘Best New 
Landscaping Product’ at GLEE 2006.

Benefits include:
• No fixings, No adhesives; No mess
• Naturally splinter proof
• Naturally Slip resistant
• Strong, durable Ipe timber
• Weatherproof polypropylene base
• Ecologically certified timber
• Easy fit, installs in minutes
• 10 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty
• Rodent proof deck
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